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...we didn’t reinvent the wheel - just the dolly.

Rack & Roll

Safety Dolly

Available Models: 
Rack & Roll Safety Dolly 
SKU# BSD MSRP: $499.00
 Options:
2 Additional 56” Posts
SKU# DMP
MSRP: $39.95

The small foot print and huge carrying capacity of the Rack and Roll Safety Dolly is 
designed as a substrate carrier in the sign industry and a mattress dolly in the 
hospitality industry.  By sectioning o� the 25" by 30" base with the 8 posts, multiple 
types of sheet and or rolled substrates can be carried at once in the sign industry.  It 
allows the user to load a printer or cutter from one section and load the �nished 
product onto a di�erent section eliminating the need for two carts or double 
handling the material.
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Our Rack & Roll Safety 
Dolly features 3" locking 
stem and wheel casters. 
These casters are 
mounted to the corners of 
the dolly giving it more 
ground clearance than the 
yel-Low Safety Dolly 
which allows the Rack & 
Roll Safety Dolly to go 
outside on uneven 
surfaces.

Includes 14 vertical post 
postions and 8 horizontal 
post positions.

In the hospitality industry, it allows one user to load or �ip mattresses with ease.  It 
turns a 4 man job of carrying two mattresses into a one man job.  It can carry rugs, 
furniture, boxes, luggage and AC units with ease.

The all steel US made uni-body box has the sides formed down and then in at the 
bottom with 8 welds forming a solid base to carry up to 1000 lbs. The four stem and 
wheel locking 3 inch caster provide a lower loading height than the raised yel-Low 
Safety Dolly providing the advantage of a lower stationary loading and unloading of 
the platform.  This is very helpful when loading sheets on and o� of a �at surface like 
a �at bed printer or a mattress o� of a bed.
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